The 2H4 molecule but not the T3-receptor complex is involved in suppressor inducer signals in the AMLR system.
It is suggested that autologous mixed lymphocyte reaction (AMLR) may play an important role in generating suppressor inducer signals and in down-regulating the immune response following self-major histocompatibility recognition. In the present study, monoclonal antibodies directed at cell surface structures on T4+ cells activated in AMLR were used to define the molecules important in the generation of the suppressor inducer signal. The density of a 200/220-kDa structure, termed 2H4, increased on T4 cells during activation in AMLR and furthermore a strong correlation was observed between the generated suppressor inducer activity of such cells and the density of the 2H4 antigen. More importantly, we showed that treatment of AMLR activated T4 cells with anti-2H4 but not anti-T3 or T4 antibody abolished the suppressor inducer function of these cells. These results suggest that the 2H4 molecule but not the T3-receptor complex plays an important role in generating suppressor inducer signals in the AMLR system.